
Simply Smarter Information Management®

OneVizion Information Center Platform
Others say they can transform your business.  

We give you the tools to think differently.

Staying in Touch With Customers
Our customers today face the ever-increasing challenge of managing hundreds, thousands, and 
tens of thousands of active projects to deploy and manage infrastructure and network assets as 
the pressures of customer demand for 5G data speeds escalates. Roadblocks to success include:

• Changing Business Needs: Our customers face changing requirements on a daily basis, 
resulting in the need to add data or processes to address the new requirements, the ability to 
roll up data to track and manage performance results at various levels of granularity, or the 
ability to add new business functions into existing programs. 

• Distributed Data: In many companies, data is spread across many systems and in users’ 
spreadsheets. It’s a challenge to collect the data and formalize the goverernace of this data 
while remaining agile to your business needs.  

• Distribution of Status and Control: Many companies are handcuffed to the manual process 
of moving documents to the next person in a given process using a variety of methods, such 
as Dropbox, SharePoint, Email, and so on. This leaves the distributed team with an unclear 
picture of status, progress to completion, and who has control over the next steps.

• Frequent Meetings: Meetings become the method of understanding the state of projects and 
the owners of next steps, eating away at productivity.

• Complications of Growth: As businesses grow, all of these challenges impact the 
organization’s ability to be efficient, nimble, and adaptive. 

These issues are typically beyond the scope of traditional low-code / no-code application 
platforms, and they are very challenging to address with COTS solutions and internally developed, 
purpose-built business applications. Every customer has a different problem set, but with 
the OneVizion Platform, you can start anywhere in your problem and create a solution.  Other 
solutions generally tell you how to solve your problems and transform your business using their 
methods, configurations, and expertise.  Our approach is simple: Empower YOU to think differently 
about how to transform YOUR business.
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Our Platform Approach – How We Empower Our Customers
OneVizion: An application Platform as a Service (aPaaS) provider includes the critical solution 
elements necessary to rapidly build business solutions for sophisticated and evolving projects 
and programs, data and document management, and other enterprise needs. Though our 
customers can build any application as needed, we do provide best practice templates for the 
most common types of programs encountered in the industry today. Below are some essential 
requirements for success:

• Collect, consolidate and operationalize information from where it lives (individual trackers, 
master data sources, etc.)

• Build a single view of truth for data, documents, workplans, workflows, financials, resources, 
etc.

• Provide self-service tools that allow users to see information (data, documents, projects, 
maps, financials, etc.) their way, including grids / tabs, reports, and dashboards / portals

• Flexibility to administer and adapt the system through system configuration tools
• Provide the ability to easily configure integrations with your current and customer’s solution(s)

Design Intent
OneVizion’s Information Center Platform was designed to capture data quickly, organize the data, 
and build relationships with intent for your business. This is the difference between data (raw 
individual attributes) and information (curated and correlated) that is ready for consumption by 
the user.  After quickly establishing your data core, you can add project tracking to appropriate 
nodes in the Trackor® Tree, while also adding document tracking, financial tracking, and other 
data as your business requires. As you grow, you can incrementally add workflow to implement 
business processes in your solution, organizing and automating the flow of work in your team.  
While workflow is available in configuration, our concept of status flow generally solves most 
business cases.
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Design Intent CONTINUED

• Self Service: Our approach to self service is through configuration, not coding. This enables 
business users to add their perspective, knowledge, and expertise to the evolution of 
applications as they are developed.  The skills required to change do not require expensive IT 
skills – just common business sense. Changes by those who know the problem best, when 
the problem arises, facilitates solutions in minutes.

• No-Impact Change: Our unique architecture is designed to empower your business to create 
solutions quickly, one application at a time. This results in immediate benefits and builds 
a culture of success and outcomes within your organization. OneVizion’s Trackor® Tree 
technology has been designed to insulate the data and its structure from our applications, 
reports, dashboards, and portal pages, giving your team the power to realize no-impact 
change.

• Proven Scalability: An existing OneVizion implementation has more than 30,000 registered 
users with 4,000 unique daily visitors racking up more than 60,000 daily page hits while 
dynamically accessing 40 million documents, 300-plus million tasks, and billions of data 
records. The architecture is asynchronous, and the page sessions are stateless, which means 
scaling is not an issue.

• Demonstrated Performance With Security: OneVizion has tuned the general-purpose 
architecture to have average page loads measured in seconds through a security model that 
provides granular, detailed control down to the user to implement any security strategy.  Our 
platform has endured and passed the most rigorous security audits in the industry.

• Speed to Outcomes: Our experience has taught us that everything changes in your business, 
and the best solutions need to adapt and deliver on schedule. Let us demonstrate the power 
of the OneVizion Platform, solution packages, and our consulting services to you. 

Summary
We designed OneVizion to address the needs of businesses deploying and managing critical 
infrastructure by using a self-service / low-code aPassS solution designed specifically for 
implementing enterprise-grade telecom applications. 

Our passion is speed to business outcomes. Three things set OneVizion apart from other 
competitors:
• Platform Intent: Our platform was intentionally designed to address the needs of rapidly 

implementing applications for telecom companies deploying and/or managing critical 
infrastructure.

• Speed to Outcomes: Our OneVizion solution enables our customers to implement their first 
project in weeks, then incrementally evolve their solution.

• Insight / Experience: We have developed depth and domain expertise over our 17 years in 
business, which allows us to assist your team in achieving timely outcomes.

We also understand that every business has unique needs and challenges. Allow us to help you 
choose the best path to achieve your business outcomes on your schedule. 


